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Many Advantages of Metered Bunkerings



Flowmeters ensure transparent and accurate
measurements for all parties involved



Flowmeters take the hassle and haggling out
of the bunkering process



Flowmeters ensure a level playing field for all
suppliers and barge operators



The technology is here – let’s start using it!
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Maersk Line Is Finalizing First Wave of 50 Vessels

Vessel
inspections

Done!

Shipment

Done!

Installation
and
Certification

> Installations
being
finalized

Procedures

Done!

Terms and
Conditions

> Suppliers
committing

> MID type
approval
expected
shortly from
NMI
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Flowmeter Installations
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Flowmeters Providing Transparency
> Detailed second-by-second data provides a clear picture of what goes on during a bunkering
> If a concerning amount of air is being pumped into the stream, alarm will sound, and vessel chief
can contact barge operator to make him aware of the problem
> A time-efficient bunkering process benefits all stakeholders
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Evidence and Accuracy
> Extensive testing has been carried out both onboard barges and vessels, witnessed by
internationally accredited measurement institute, NMI.
> Tests were carried out in November where quantity was traced from refinery to vessel:

Other test results include:
>Bunkering between Maersk Wyoming (w/ flowmeter) and a Buffalo Marine barge (w/
flowmeter), showing readings within 0.1% of each other
>A bunkering from Victrol Barge “Antwerp” to Polar Stream vessel (with tank stripping present):
-0.37%
>Results from Laust Maersk, 27 August 09 (both results achieved in spite of ‘noisy signal’ due to
aeration):
Low Sulphur, 800 ton: +0.02%
High Sulphur, 2700 ton: +0.35%
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Flowmeter Reveals Both Short-delivery and Over-delivery
Percent gap between flowmeter reading and barge
sounding
10.0

(November 1, 2009 - February 15, 2010)

7.5

<<< Short-delivery

5.0
2.5

> Average discrepancy:
0.15 percent
> Variance: 3.79 percent

0.0

> Unsatisfactory basis for
business decisions for all
parties involved

-2.5
-5.0
-7.5

Over-delivery >>>

-10.0
Average

*In addition to measuring discrepancies, the dataset has likely captured a behavioral change since suppliers have been aware they are delivering to a flowmeter vessel
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Industry Momentum Intensifying
>NMi (internationally recognized accreditation institute) provisional
certification granted. Final type-approval expected by shortly
>Barge operators are installing flowmeters
>Other ship-owners showing strong interest in following our lead
>Singaporean port authority (MPA) is well-underway with regulatory work
on flowmeters
>Larger flowmeters fit for the largest vessels are now being marketed
>First settlements based on flowmeter already carried out
>Majority of our major suppliers have given informal acceptance of
flowmeter settlement. First suppliers have committed to signing updated
contracts to base invoicing on flowmeter readings
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Internal Price Adjustments Will Favor Suppliers That Have
Signed Flowmeter Contract Addendum
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Inefficiencies and intransparencies
include:
•Hassle and haggling between barge
and vessel chief
•Market inefficiency due to
intransparency
•Business case assumptions flawed
by uncertainty
A conservative estimate
of the historical %-shortdelivery for a given
supplier and port
combination, including
the distribution and
variance of observations
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Quoted price

Adjusted
price

Supplier A (flowmeter contract signed)

Quoted price

Shortdelivery risk

Intransparency Adjusted price
penalty

Supplier B (flowmeter contract not signed)
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Next Steps…

>Finalize remaining installations and
consider scope for further roll-out
>Finalize official certification of flowmeter
installations
>Send out documentation and T&C
amendments to suppliers
>Flowmeter data to be leveraged to optimize
bunker pattern
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Thank You!
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